
 
 

 

ACC Gold Water Shield Cement awarded with Solar Impulse 
Foundation’s Efficient Solution Label 

 

• Cement made from 30-50% recycled content from other material industries 

  Water - repellant cement shield houses from issues such as dampness and seepage 

 
Mumbai, October 20th, 2021: ACC Limited, a member of Holcim group and a leading cement and 

concrete company of India has received the ‘Solar Impulse (SI) Efficient Solution’ Label for its innovative, 

low carbon and high quality water-repellent –‘ACC Gold Water Shield Cement’. 

 

‘ACC Gold  Water Shield Cement’ is one of its kind, specially formulated cement with sustainable 

characteristics and high-quality water repellent properties, which protects the houses from dampness 

and seepage. Solar Impulse Foundation through its Efficient Solution Label, recognises ‘ACC Gold Water 

Shield Cement’ as one of the world-leading efficient solutions that protects the environment in a 

profitable way.  

 

In 2018 the Solar Impulse Foundation began its challenge to select 1,000 solutions that can protect the 

environment in a profitable way. The aim is to present these solutions to decision-makers to fast-track 

their implementation. Selected solutions receive a label from the Solar Impulse Foundation as proof of 

their positive environmental and economic impact. Each awarded solution is strictly assessed by a pool 

of independent experts. 

 

“We are very determined to follow responsible and cost-effective measures, to deliver sustainability and 

innovation by incorporating it in our product design, production and supply chain management. 

Recognising this need, ACC Gold has been developed to meet the needs of customers to prevent water 

seepage through various elements of the house, while also contributing to a sustainable future.” Said 

Sridhar Balakrishnan, MD & CEO, ACC Limited.  

 

‘ACC Gold Water Shield Cement’ assists in building long-lasting homes and an everlasting planet as its 

clinker factor is 30% less in comparison to Standard (OPC) cement. The cement is made from 30-50% 

recycled content from other material industries. 

 

The cement is a result of minutely controlled process changes along with adjustments in the input raw 

material dosage in order to get the desired water repellent properties. While the lower CO2 emissions 

contribute significantly towards moving the market to climate-friendly building materials, its water 

repellency reduces the ingress of moisture & water into the building structure which enhances durability. 
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About the Solar Impulse Efficient Solution Label 

 The “Solar Impulse Efficient Solution” Label is the only evaluation available today that guarantees the economic profitability of 

products and processes that protect the environment in the fields of water, energy, mobility, infrastructure, industry and 

agriculture. It is awarded following a rigorous evaluation process carried out by a pool of independent experts and based on 

verified standards covering the three main themes of feasibility, environment and cost-effectiveness. This powerful tool to 

facilitate the emergence of efficient solutions has received global support from institutions such as the UNFCCC, the European 

Commission, the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), the International Energy Agency (IEA) and many others.  

 

About the Solar Impulse Foundation  

Accelerate the adoption of efficient, clean and profitable solutions that reduce our impact on the Planet while promoting 

economic growth. Selecting, labeling and promoting innovative, clean and profitable solutions to support political and business 

decision-makers in their environmental targets is the challenge that Bertrand Piccard has set himself with the Solar Impulse 

Foundation. The “Portfolio of 1000 Solutions” should enable the adoption of more ambitious environmental and energy policies 

that protect the environment while creating new jobs and generating profit. A way to take the symbol of the first roundthe-world 

solar flight further and accelerate the transition to a carbon-neutral economy 

 

About ACC 
ACC Limited, a member of the Holcim Group, is one of India’s leading producers of cement and ready mix concrete. It has over 
6,400 employees, 17 cement manufacturing sites, 80 concrete plants and a nationwide network of over 50,000 channel partners 
to serve its customers.  With a world-class R&D centre in Mumbai, the quality of ACC’s products and services, as well as its 
commitment to technological development, make it a preferred brand in building materials. Established in 1936, ACC is counted 
among the country’s 'Most Sustainable Companies' and is recognised for its best practices in environment management and 
corporate citizenship. 
 

 


